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1 Introduction 
In turbomachinerv. the trend toward 

The Effect of Inlet Swirl on the 
Rotordynamic Shroud Forces in a 
Centrifugal Pump 
The role played by fluid forces in determining the rotordynamic stability of a 
centrifugal pump is gaining increasing attehtion. The present research investigates 
the contributions to the rotordynamic forces from the discharge-to-suction leakage 
flows between the front shroud of the rotating impeller and the stationary pump 
casing. In particular, the dependency of the rotordynamic characteristics of leakage 
flows on the swirl at the inlet to the leakage path was examined. An inlet guide 
vane was designed for the experiment so that swirl could be introduced at the leakage 
flow inlet. The data demonstrate substantial rotordynamic effects and a destabilizing 
tangential force for small positive whirl ratios; this force decreased with increasing 
flow rate. The effect of swirl on the rotordynamic forces was found to be desta- 
bilizing. 

higher speeds and 
higher power densit& has led to an increase in the number 
and variety of fluid-structure interaction problems in pumps, 
compressors, turbines, and other machines. This occurs be- 
cause the typical fluid forces scale like the square of the speed 
and thus become increasingly important relative to the struc- 
tural strength. This becomes particularly acute in rocket engine 
turbopumps where demands to minimize the turbopump mass 
may also lead to reductions in the structural strength. Con- 
sequently designers and manufacturers are concerned with the 
fluid-induced rotordynamic forces on impellers in turboma- 
chines. Knowledge of the steady and unsteady forces and the 
associated rotordynamic coefficients is required to model the 
rotordynamics of high-speed turbomachines effectively. 

2 Background 
Rotordynamic forces imposed on a centrifugal pump by the 

fluid flow through it were first measured by Domm and Hergt 
(1970), Hergt and Krieger (1969-70), Chamieh et al. (1985), 
and Jery et al. (1985). In the Rotor Force Test Facility (RFTF) 
at Caltech (Jery et al., 1985; Adkins and Brennen, 1988; Franz 
et al., 1989) known whirl motions over a full range of fre- 
quencies (subsynchronous, supersynchronous as well as reverse 
whirl) are superimposed on the normal motion of an impeller. 

The hydrodynamic force on a rotating shroud or impeller 
(see Fig. 1) that is whirling can be expressed in the stationary 
laboratory frame in linear form as: 

- 
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The first term on the right-hand side repr$sentg the radial force 
in the absence of whirl motion, so that F,,, F, are the steady, 
time-averaged forces in a stationary frame, which result from 
flow asymmetries in the volute or the inlet duct. These steady 
radial forces are discussed in detail elsewhere (Iverson et al., 
1960; Domm and Hergt, 1970; Chamieh, 1983; Chamieh et 
al., 1985; Adkins, 1986). The matrix [A*] is the rotordynamic 
matrix that operates on the instantaneous displacement [x*] 
of the rotor center. Note that [A*] will in general be a function 
not only of the mean flow conditions and pump geometry but 
also of the frequency of whirl, Q. Outside the linear range, it 

Fig. 1 Schematic of the fluid-induced radial forces acting on an impeller 
whirling in a circular orbit. l$ and /$ represent the instantaneous forces 
in the stationary laboratory frame. 6 and F; are the forces normal and 
tangential to the whirl orbit where Q is the whirl frequency. 
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may also be a function of the amplitude of the whirl motion, 
E .  At small, linear amplitudes [A*] should be independent of 
E and presented as a function of the whirl ratio Q/w,  where o 
is the impeller rotation frequtncy. In the case of a circular 
whirl orbit x* = E cos Qt, y = E sin Qt. Then the forces 
normal and tangential to the imposed circular whirl orbit are 
related to the matrix elements as follows: 

l *  * 
F: (t) = - (A, + A,,)€ 

2 

The reader is referred to Jery et al. (1985) and Franz et al. 
(1989) for details. In the analysis that follows, the above equa- 
tions will be expressed in nondimensional terms. If in addition, 
[A] is to be rotationally invariant, then 

When it became apparent that leakage flows could contribute 
significantly to the rotordynamics of a pump, Childs (1989) 
adapted the bulk-flow model that was developed for the anal- 
ysis of fluid-induced forces in seals to evaluate the rotordy- 
namic forces, F, and F,, due to these leakage flows. The mag- 
nitude and overall form of the model predictions are consistent 
with the experimental data. In the context of the present paper, 
Childs' theory yielded some unusual results, including peaks 
in the rotordynamic forces at particular positive whirl ratios. 
This phenomenon was tentatively described as a "resonance" 
of the leakage flow. Childs suggested that this unexpected 
phenomenon develops at small positive whirl ratios when the 
inlet swirl velocity ratio exceeds about 0.5. It remains to be 
seen whether such "resonances" occur in practice. Childs (1986) 
points out that a typical swirl velocity ratio at inlet (pump 
discharge) would be about 0.5 and may not therefore be large 
enough for the resonance to be manifest. There have been 

reports that SSME impellers fitted with antiswirl vanes in the 
leakage flow annulus have had noticeably different rotordy- 
namic characteristics (Childs et al., 1990a, 1990b). These re- 
sults were partly responsible for motivating the present inves- 
tigations of the dependency of the normal and tangential forces 
on the swirl at the inlet to the leakage path. 

3 Leakage Flow Test Apparatus 
A detailed description of the test facility can be found in 

many of the references (Chamieh 1983; Adkins, 1986; Jery, 
1986; Franz et al., 1989), so only a brief description will be 
given here. The experiments were conducted in the Rotor Force 
Test Facility (RFTF), which was constructed to study fluid- 
induced forces on an impeller whirling around the machine 
axis of rotation. The experimental objective was to impose 
well-controlled rotations and whirl motions on a very stiff 
impeller/shaft system and to measure directly the resulting 
force on the impeller. This is accomplished by the eccentric 
drive mechanism, which superposes a circular orbit on the basic 
rotation. The shroud is mounted on a spindle attached to the 
rotating force balance (Jery et al., 1985; Franz et al., 1989), 
which measures the forces directly on the shroud. The rotating 
dynamometer permits measurements of the rotordynamic force 
matrix due to the shroud fluid forces. The experimental ap- 
paratus sketched in Fig. 2 was designed and constructed to 
simulate the leakage flow along the shroud from the impeller 
discharge to the impeller inlet (Zhuang, 1989; Guinzburg et 
al., 1990a; Guinzburg et al., 1992). The clearance between the 
rotating shroud and the stationary casing can be varied by both 
axial and radial adjustment of the stationary casing. For the 
present experiment, the initial geometric configuration consists 
of a straight annular gap inclined at an angle of 45 deg to the 
axis of rotation. The schematic in Fig. 3 shows the clearance 
in the centered position when the centers of the shroud and 
the casing both coincide. In order to model losses in the flow, 
an adjustable seal ring was used (refer to Fig. 2). The face seal 
clearance in this experiment permits the pressure drop to be 
adjusted separately from the flow. 

Nomenclature 

[A*] = rotordynamic matrix 
[A] = rotord namic matrix, normalized by Y pnw2R2L 

B = depth of inlet guide vane 
C, c = rotordynamic damping coefficients, nor- 

malized by p?rwR;L 
F* ( t )  = hydrodynamic forces 
F ( t )  = hydrodynamic forces, normalized by 

p?rw2R~~dR2 
c ( t ) ,  G ( t )  = lateral forces on the rotating shroud in the 

stationary laboratory frame 
Fx( t ) ,  F,(t) = lateral forces on the rotating shroud in the 

stationary laboratory frame, normalized 
by p?ro2R;LdR2 

E x ,  ~z~ = steady hydrodynamic forces 
Fa, F,, = steady hydrodynamic forces, normalized 

by pnw2R;L 
f l ( t ) ,  F;*(t) = unsteady hydrodynamic forces 
Fn( t ) ,  F t ( t )  = unsteady hydrodynamic forces, normalized 

by pnw2R;Le/R2 
H = shroud clearance between rotor and casing 

K, k = rotordynamic stiffness coefficients, nor- 
malized by p ? r w 2 ~ ; ~  

L = axial length of the shroud 
M, m = rotordynamic inertial coefficients, normal- 

ized by p?rR;L 

Q = volume flow rate 
R = shroud radius 

Re, = axial flow Reynolds number based on ax- 
ial flow = 2HUJv 

Re, = rotational Reynolds number based on tip 
speed = oR:/v 

t = time 
us = mean inlet meridional velocity of the fluid 
ue = mean inlet swirl velocity of the fluid 

x* (t) = instantaneous displacement in the x direc- 
tion 

y* ( t )  = instantaneous displacement in they direc- 
tion 

a = turning angle of the flow 
F = swirl ratio of fluid tangential velocity to 

rotor tip velocity = ue/oR2 
6 = offset or distance between the center of 

the whirl orbit and the center of the sta- 
tionary casing 

E = eccentricity or radius of the whirl motion 
v = dynamic viscosity of the fluid 
p = density of the fluid 
C#J = flow coefficient = 

Q / ~ ? ~ R ; H U  
w = rotor frequency 
Q = whirl frequency 
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Fig. 2 Layout of the leakage flow test apparatus for installation in the 
RFTF (Zhuang, 1989) 

LEAKAGE 
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\ 
ROTATING 
SHROUD 
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Fig. 3 Schematic of the whirling shroud where S is the center of the 
stationary casing, R is the center of the rotating shroud, Wis the center 
of the whirl orbit along which R travels, WR = E is the eccentricity, and 
WS = S is the offset 

The flow through the leakage path is generated by an aux- 
iliary pump and the selection of flow rates through the leakage 
path was based on performance characteristics of a typical 
centrifugal pump. The shroud can be driven at speeds up to 
3500 rpm and a circular whirl motion with a frequency up to 
1800 rpm can be superimposed on the basic rotation. The 
eccentric drive mechanism permits testing with the amplitude 
of the whirl motion or eccentricity, E ,  adjustable from 0.000 
cm to 0.152 cm. Further details on the experimental equipment 
can be found in Guinzburg (1992). The results from these 
experiments will be presented nondimensionally by dividing 
the forces by p ? r ~ 2 ~ ; ~ d ~ 2 .  

As was mentioned previously, the inlet tangential velocity 
to the leakage path was shown by Childs (1989) to have an 
effect on the rotordynamic forces. Consequently, the effect of 
swirl was investigated by installing a device that was used to 
introduce prerotated fluid, in the direction of shaft rotation, 
at the shroud inlet. This was accomplished by constraining the 
flow in a logarithmic spiral channel. The inlet swirl vane was 
designed with sufficient solidity to create an isotropic inlet 
flow. The turning angle was chosen to be 2 deg and this allowed 
a range of swirl ratios, defined as the ratio of the inlet tangential 
velocity to the rotor velocity. Thus, as the leakage flow rate 
and therefore tangential velocity was increased, the swirl ratio 
could be increased for a fixed rotor speed. Various views of 
the device are shown Fig. 4. 

Assuming conservation of circulation and using a continuity 
relation, the swirl ratio, r, of the inlet swirl velocity, ue, to 

FRONT VIEW 
SECTION I 

Fig. 4 Installation of the inlet swirl vane in the leakage flow test ap- 
paratus 

the rotor speed, uR2, which resulted from the installed vane, 
was estimated to be given by 

The above relation implies that the flow discharging from the 
inlet swirl vane is parallel with that vane. However, we need 
to note that this was not confirmed by measurement of the 
inlet swirl velocity. It is also important to observe that the inlet 
swirl could not be varied arbitrarily as it depends on the leakage 
flow rate. Recalling that the flow coefficient, 4, is given by 

+ = Q / ~ T R ~ H ~  (6) 

it follows that 

Therefore the only way to vary the inlet swirl independently 
of the flow coefficient would be to vary the geometry of the 
inlet swirl vane. 

4 Experimental Results for Rotordynamic Forces 
Typical experimental measurements of the dimensionless 

normal and tangential forces, F, and F,, will be presented in 
this section. The fluid medium in which the experiments were 
conducted was water. The rotordynamic results from the force 
balance measurements were obtained for different rotating 
speeds of 500, 1000, 2000 rpm, different rotating speeds of 
500, 1000, 2000 rpm, different leakage flow rates (zero to 50 
gpm), three different clearances, H, and two eccentricities, E. 

The range of rotational Reynolds numbers was 462x lo3- 
1851 x lo3 and the range of axial flow Reynolds numbers was 
2136-8546. While the rotational Reynolds numbers for the 
experimental flows are clearly in the developed turbulent re- 
gime, it is possible that the axial flow Reynolds numbers were 
too slow for the kind of resonances predicted by Childs to be 
manifest. Data have already been presented for experiments 
performed without the inlet swirl vane so that the inlet swirl 
ratios are close to zero. They will be summarized here, but the 
reader is referred to Guinzburg et al. (1992) for greater detail. 
The effect of inlet swirl is the primary subject of this paper. 

The components of the generalized hydrodynamic force ma- 
trix that result when the impeller whirls in an eccentric orbit 
of 0.118 cm, at 1000 rpm, and a clearance of 0.140 cm are 
shown in Fig. 5. Note that the general form and magnitude 
of the data is very similar to that obtained for impellers by 
Jery (1986) and Adkins (1986) and to that from Childs' model 
in the absence of "resonance." One of the most significant 
features of these results is the range of positive whirl ratios 
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Fig. 5 Dimensionless normal and tangential forces for zero inlet swirl 
at 1000 rpm, for an eccentricity E = 0.118 crn, a clearance H = 0.140 
cm, offset S = 0, and various flow rates as follows: 0 P Is, 0.631 P Is, 1.262 
0 Is, 1.893 0 1s 

Fig. 6 Dimensionless normal and tangential forces with swirl at 1000 
rpm, eccentricity E = 0.118 cm, clearance H = 0.140 cm, offset 6 = 0, 
and various flow rates as follows: 0.315 P Is ( r  = 0.5), 0.631 1 Is (r  = 1.0), 
1.262 P I S  (r  = 2.0), 1.892 P I S  (r  = 3.0). The inlet swirl changes as the 
flow coefficient changes. 

within which the tangential force is positive and therefore 
potentially destabilizing rotordynamically. 

From other experiments, the data were determined to lie 
within the linear regime of small eccentricities (note that the 
assumption of linearity was implicit in Eq. (1)). The Bernoulli 
effect on the normal force increases with increasing flow at 
both positive and negative whirl ratios. It would also appear 
that the positive tangential forces at small positive whirl ratios 
are smallest at the highest flow rate and therefore increasing 

So the effects of flow and swirl seem to act in competition. 
Clearly it would be interesting to examine the case where flow 
is increasing and the swirl is fixed, which would require con- 
struction of additional inlet guides. 

5 Rotordynamic Coefficients 
the flow is marginall; stabilizing. It seems that all the forces 
are roughly inversely proportional to the clearance, H. For the Conventionally, rotordynamicists represent the force matrix 

by subdividing into components that depend on the orbit po- 
sition (x, y), the orbit velocity (x, y ) and the orbit acceleration 
(x, y). It is convenient for analytical purposes to evaluate these 
components by fitting quadratics to the experimental data. 
Athough the functional dependence of F, on the whirl ratio 
is not necessarily quadratic nor is F, linear, it is nevertheless 
of value to the rotordynamicists to fit the data of the figures 
from the previous section to the following expressions: 

same eccentricity and two different clearances, the smaller 
clearance generates larger perturbations in the flow, which 
accentuate the acceleration in the fluid and increase the pres- 
sure differences. 

Figure 6 shows data taken for a wide range of swirl con- 
ditions. This set could be compared with the data obtained for 
Fig. 5, noting that increasing the flow coefficient in Fig. 6 also 
increases the swirl ratio. Figure 7 compares data without swirl 
a t  a flow coefficient of 4 = 0.078 to data with swirl (I' = 
1.0). It can be seen that the effect of swirl is to increase the 
tangential force, thereby also increasing the range of whirl 
ratios for which there is a potentially destabilizing force. As 
the flow coefficient increases, the tangential force decreases. 
However, it should be noted that the flow coefficient is coupled 
t o  the swirl; therefore the swirl also increases. For the normal 
force, a decrease occurs with swirl for high positive whirl ratios. 

where M, C, c, K, k are the dimensionless direct added mass 
(M), direct damping (C), cross-coupled damping (c), direct 
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n o  swirl 

+ in let  swirl 

WHIRL RATIO, SUo 
Fig. 7 Comparison of the dimensionless normal and tangential forces 
with and without inlet swirl at 1000 rpm, an eccentricity E = 0.118 cm, 
clearance H = 0.140 cm, offset 8 = 0, and flow rate of 0.631 Pls. The 
inlet swirl is r = 1.0. 

stiffness (K), and cross-coupled stiffness (k). The cross-coupled 
added mass (m) will be omitted for simplicity, since a linear 
fit for F, is adequate. From a stability point of view, the 
tangential force is most interesting; a positive cross-coupled 
stiffness is destabilizing because it drives the forward orbital 
motion of the rotor. Positive direct damping and negative 
cross-coupled stiffness are stabilizing because they oppose or- 
bital motion. 

Various effects such as speed, eccentricity, shroud clearance, 
and seal clearance have already been discussed in a separate 
paper (Guinzburg et al., 1992). To summarize, a large negative 
stiffness results in a positive normal force, which would tend 
to increase the radius of the orbital motion; increasing the 
leakage flow increases this force. On the other hand, a positive 
cross-coupled stiffness is destabilizing because it drives the 
forward orbital motion of the rotor so as to encourage whirl. 
Increased leakage flow is stabilizing in that the tangential force 
decreases with leakage flow. Direct damping decreases slightly 
with flow and would therefore be less stabilizing since the 
tangential force increases. Below a flow coefficient of 0.7, 
direct damping is negative, so it would seem to encourage whirl. 
At higher flow rates, direct damping begins to increase, which 
would decrease the tangential force. However, these flow rates 
are not particularly meaningful as far as leakage flow rates in 
real pumps are concerned. The cross-coupled damping de- 
creases slightly and the added mass term increases with flow, 

I 
0 0  0 1  0 2  03 O +  0 0  0 1  0 2  0 3  0 4  

1 FLOW COEFFICIENT. O 

1 j 
n i:r 0 0  FLOW 0 1  COEFFICIENT. 0 2  0 3  O 

0 -  IOOORPhi 
E - ll8cm 
H - 140 cm 
0 wnh mlel r w r l  

0 no lnlel swat 

Fig. 8 Rotordynamic coefficients showing the effect of inlet swirl as 
a function of flow coefficient for 1000 rpm and an eccentricity of 0.118 
cm 

thus contributing to a larger normal force. In other words, 
inertial motion would discourage orbital motion of the impeller 
but drive the impeller in the direction for displacement. It is 
interesting to note that at higher flow rates, the trend of the 
added mass also changes. 

The results were obtained for a range of shaft speeds from 
500 rpm to 2000 rpm and shown to be independent of speed. 
Also, the effect of eccentricity has little effect on the nor- 
malized rotordynamic coefficients. The effect of the clearance 
between the rotating shroud and the stationary casing on the 
rotordynamic coefficients for three clearances was also ex- 
plored and the normalized coefficients were shown to be roughly 
inversely proportional. Rotordynamically speaking, a smaller 
force is generated with a larger clearance. The effect of in- 
creasing the seal clearance indicated that wear of the seal is 
rotordynamically destabilizing. 

6 Inlet Swirl Effects 
The effects of inlet swirl velocity are presented in Fig. 8. 

Neither the direct stiffness nor the direct damping change sub- 
stantially with the addition of swirl. However, the cross-cou- 
pled damping and hence the magnitude of the normal force 
increase with the addition of swirl. The cross-coupled stiffness 
and therefore the tangential force also increase. Thus, reducing 
the swirl to the flow would be stabilizing. 

The data obtained in the present study show that the effect 
of inlet swirl is to increase the tangential force, thereby also 
increasing the range of whirl ratios for which there is a po- 
tentially destabilizing force. However, inlet swirl seems to de- 
crease the normal force at high positive whirl ratios. The effects 
of swirl are in contrast to the effects of increasing the leakage 
flow, which cause a decrease in the normal force and an in- 
crease in the tangential force. Clearly it would be interesting 
to examine the case where flow is increasing and the swirl is 
fixed. This would require construction of additional inlet swirl 
vanes. 
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swirl 

0 no swirl 

FLOW COEFFICIENT, + 
Fig. 9 Whirl ratio with and without the inlet swirl vane for eccentricity, 
c = 0.118 cm, speed 1000 rpm, clearance, H = 0.140 cm, and offset, 6 
= 0, as a function of flow coefficient 

The test results of Childs et al. (1990a, 1990b) also dem- 
onstrated the favorable influence that a swirl brake has in 
reducing the seal destabilizing forces. Benckert and Wachter 
(1980) originally showed that a swirl brake, which reduces the 
inlet tangential velocity, would also reduce the cross-coupled 
stiffness. In earlier experiments on smooth seals by Childs et 
al. (1988), the direct damping was shown to be relatively in- 
sensitive to changes in inlet swirl, while the cross-coupled stiff- 
ness was shown to increase with swirl. The only result that is 
different is for the direct stiffness of smooth seals, which shows 
a slight increase with swirl. 

7 Rotordynamic Stability 
The cross-coupled coefficient, k,  and the direct damping 

coefficient, C, are important considerations with regard to 
rotordynamic stability; k and C oppose each other in trying 
to destabilize/stabilize the rotor. A convenient measure of the 
stability is the ratio of cross-coupled stiffness to direct damping 
k / C ,  which would estimate the whirl ratio at which the force 
would no longer be destabilizing. For circular synchronous 
orbits, it provides a ratio between the destabilizing force due 
to k and the stabilizing force due to C. Thus, reducing the 
ratio of k /C  improves the stability of the rotor system. 

Figure 9 shows the effect of swirl on the whirl ratio. The 
tangential velocity of the bulk flow will clearly decrease as the 
flow increases. It can be seen that as the flow increases, the 
whirl ratio decreases. This trend agrees with Childs et al. (1988) 
wherein the whirl frequency ratio decreases as the swirl de- 
creases. While the present experiment involves a different ge- 
ometry from the bearing model, the whirl frequency ratio 
k / C  is of the same order of magnitude as the heuristic proposal 
that Crandall(1982) applied to the Sommerfeld bearing model. 

8 Conclusions 
A review of the existing experimental and analytical results 

shows that the discharge-to-suction leakage flow in a centrif- 
ugal pump can contribute substantially to the fluid-induced 
rotordynamic forces for that turbomachine. This motivated 
the current experimental study of leakage flows between the 
shroud and the stationary casing of a centrifugal pump and 
their rotordynamic effects. The focus was to investigate the 
dependency of the normal and tangential forces on the swirl 
at the inlet to the leakage path. Experimental results for sim- 
ulated leakage flows of rather simple geometry have been pre- 

sented for different whirl frequencies and flow rates. As with 
previous results for impellers, the forces scaled with the square 
of the rotor speed. The functional dependence on whirl fre- 
quency to rotating frequency ratio (termed the whirl ratio) is 
very similar to that measured in experiments and to that pre- 
dicted in the theoretical work of Childs. 

The effect of swirl is to increase the tangential force, thereby 
also increasing the range of whirl ratios for which there is a 
potentially destabilizing force. Thus reducing the swirl to the 
flow would be stabilizing. As for the normal force, swirl seems 
to decrease the force at higher positive whirl ratios. The effects 
of swirl are in contrast to the effects of increasing the leakage 
flow, which cause a decrease in the normal force and an in- 
crease in the tangential force. Clearly it would be interesting 
to examine the case where flow is increased while the swirl 
remains fixed. This would, however, require the construction 
of additional inlet guides. Finally, experiments that included 
the addition of a wide range of prescribed inlet swirl ratios 
showed none of the "resonances" predicted by Childs. 
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